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I. The Problem 

1. basic Situation 

The more transparent a market is, the better it is 

possible lor the classical rules of demand and supply 

to come into effect to the profit of the market partners. 

If there is an absolute market transparency, the supply 

of goods tends to the luvest price and the highest quality. 

In the long run, production, thus, technically and from 

the point of view of costs has the tendency to an optimal 

combination. At the same time, this results in a maximum 

profit for the economy as a whole. 

Absolute market transparency is an  ideal that probably 

can never bo reached, especially not in the market which 

hereinafter will be discussed - the international market 

for capital goods. The more Homogenous a market, the 

smaller the number of partners in the market, the more 

constant their composition, and the smaller the geographic 

market area, the easier it is to achieve transparency. 

In the marKet for capitai goods, however, these conditions, 

unfortunately, arc hardly to be found. 

So, is there a way to improve the transparency of this 

market, and is there sufficiently high interest to 

enter upon such a way? This paper tries to answer the 

question. 

The general question became of topical interest because 

of the problems which the development banks have to face 

in connection with project financing, which they have to 
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OTLPLT
6
 °Hf theÌr dÌfferent  eXPerienCe ""„ P-ducers 

.«f  ic :   and  thr°Ußh their Gff°-S   to achieve sufficient market  transparency -   at   loa-   ;      •    ,•   • 
cases   -   by exchanw nF 

1°a"1   ln   ^dividual uy  excnange of  exoenence  with   mii 
Kita   colleague-institutes. 

Interest   in  dn   improvement   of rarkot   tr.n 
be   found,   at   loast  t> • transparency  is   to 

capital 1 COretlCally'   WÌth   the   Pr0dUCe-  °f 

asinaiJ:;,:: ::::rh°—-<—^ •l'-ii     ti    io    as        1 n VP ^ t n r^- M       TU 

already   participât inr   in   tf ^   K   7 he  Producers 
in   ,   u , lidUnK   ]n   th^   narket   should   be   interested 
m  a  knowledge   as   comprehensivo  u-   DO-MM r tCd 

investors   and   their  specific   J/^P°"1Jl°   °f  ^   Potential 
-bout   future   .dl„..   t -tentions,   since   knowledge 

UU   odloL>   Prospects   is  worth  rrore   thm   + v 
picture   got  on   the   ba-i-   of , °   r°Ugh 

analy^-     r        ,, cogently   imperfect   market 
analyse..   Lqually  more   promis,inr   j.   +K0 .    . 
direct   contacts   ,;th po   entil , ^^^V  °f 

distributed  advertí     n"   ^ ""   a  Widel* 
-rket   prospect:      f.  ct 

C•-ive  knowledge  of 

do  not   only ;;:d
DTr  COntÙCt   t0   thG  "•"*<*  P«*ner, 

opportunity   to   start   r . S°   P,1VeS   the 

— - -<„. ;;::,::;/;: ri:::::f rr*1 cjpitai 

to  the   producer  now i-,       •      • P^pects   for  success i      üueer   newly  entering   the   market. 

exempt   are   those   producers  whose  sales   aw   f 

by  a  lacking  transparency     In   th 
f*V°má  jUSt 

-onomy   they  should   be ^  °f  the   OVW*" j-       »<-y   ^i.ouid   be  deprived   from   í-K;, 

through   «transparency     If     „ I Pr°tectl°" 
their markQi  po'ition

y'th
f.'  neve"hel«».  they maintain ^ i-   fuo i L ion ,   the ir muí u; 

they  cannot  „aintain     hei"'?"  lf""xon  xs   proved;   if 

this   i.   to  be  roMroJ "Uh°Ut  Protection, L  r«-¿.arded as   a  process   of   ^if 
in  the   interest  of  th -elf-purif1Cation ntcre.t  ot   the overall   economy. 
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The investors are interested in an improvement of 

market transparency without any reserve. 

It would be an inadmissible simplification if one would 

identify the interests of the producers with those of 

the industrialized countries anc the interests of the 

investors with those of the developing countries. Still 

today, investors are principally to be found in the in- 

dustrialized countries. The surr- applies to the production 

of capital goods - but today it is no longer th<* exclusive 

domain of the industrialized countries since competitive 

productions \\JLVC   been achieved in some developing countries 

Nevertheless, special interest in an improvement of 

transparency can be supposed to exist, in particular, 

in the developing countries. 

Especially with the producers of capital goods in these 

countries because, in general, they are newcomers to the 

international market or still have to make their first 

step into the international market. Their sales chances 

would increase essentially through an improvement of 

transparency. In addition, trade between the developing 

countries - the so-called "intra trade" - and also the 

extension of industry sales of the developing countries 

to the industrialized countries would so be stimulated 

in the interest of world economy. 

The investors of the developing countries are specially 

interested because the degree of transparency is generally 

essentially lower for themselves - due to the present 

market constellation - than for the investors of the 

industrialized countries. 
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ïn industriuli¿o«j country« »H« L~  - , countr.os the knowledge of supply- 
pOMihj i it 1er, , 

capital f,Oo ¡:. .,-. *,,» • 

th« st.IT , í .. i lStr .,, 

the morr . :" : r r f <•( • 

lack in,-   • •:   tne:.    .if,. 

q.idiitv  -in,;  price-worm moss   in  the 

•••11   rrl.it i yo w   Por,;.    ; h„   ,OWftr 
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*     I •I I'll 

! . p      f 
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if    .,   r.   ,-try, 

M -if   ?  ••      ,|r . 

Í'  r  -f.r      .  .: r  l lorg 
,U    "    *-«-•{.iaK...    .,ri.    nu    m<,r<, 

1   T ' l • Vf    •»•  the  work,   rurktt. 

The   prol-ler-    ¡ :, ,   , »,   ...,,,.-. » . ..„      .. .    .   4 ( 

,._.,,. , " ',!    ••%'<--rtanCc   to 
jmul ¿-sea it»    investor-'       », »    •    „ 

^ »»»    *• i. vi ... i or . .    .Mr   largii — 
jCdic   investor who     ..L,,»-». . . « 

* -,l    t-» nut rs   i.-r <• i v i < '#» «s 

ZT K:,; J ••"«"• '—-.,, !,,„,,ar,„cy, t'h, 
-nau-.caip   investor   ir.   no?   d; If   * r.   -•..   - ., 
,, „   -, •-'   '•'-     ""'•   : »•"   national 
development    'an-   r ,„   . .ir.^... 

. - ' - '   d.,.., i «it .«rice   for 
moos inr   t i>-   r v   r^ i   -,,-*- • 
.„, • „ *tv...r, ..ettir.i* «i dear survey 
•>n internati-na  lU,. i.._M . sy 

;...t;tllf,.   , * """' «'— *—*^ is possible for such 
— t .tutes f.,ru> m a ; ir i » 0.J «-xtent. 

uni y few i nvr;, tori, ¿ 

of the ter!) 
3 re a [ile to 

ccp continuously posted 

ches. L specially 
»^i ..ci.i   u»   i.ieir  ."»ranci 

in   less,r   develop^]   countries   am!  wit:,   entr' 

-tart   u   new   production  Without   ><a<<nç 
knowledge   of    it      t», , "'    devant   previous 

'• lt<   t.u    .new-how   of   t,,   newest   and  most  economic 

«•preneurs who 

methods  oí   production   . «-    •     , "g 

.tcuuction   is   luckmc.   lì recuse   of   this   iflnor 
obsolete  emit        .^.    , lS   ifnor -wxc.t   cup i tei.   f,oo( -;   are   nrorw^i *, 
of  thn                                               proemec, the   competitive  cha ic 
of   the  new  production win   diminish. 

noranc« 
es 

Summing  up,   it   can  be   said   thit   ,n   ;~ 

transparency   !•    in   th "   lBpWVWnt °f   ^k^ 
of  CJ1M 

the   lntPrP!it   °f   -st   of  the producers 
oi   capital   j'ooda   and   in   t > ,.   ;,-•,, 

. 111. r (   , T   or   all   of the      n - 
vos torn.   !,s[,rri ,i|u   ,  ,n 

y   >'   ai    ir.tt re:,t   < an   be   found  with 
producers   and   investors   of t>„    . 

' t,,(    ^velopmr.   countries 
cause   tney  wish   to  make  up for  the  existí•  H"     , 

t     "»    me  existing disadvan 

he- 

t#f»«g 
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ceticcrnirtf,  information.   At   the*  yante  tine,  the   improve» 

•ent   of   11 .mpjrency  also   lies   in   the   uitcrr'.t   of  world 

economy»   o..pe< sally  of   intcrn.i' i '»»al   dove lop'-ont   pel icy. 

With   tîi''   proi-ur«-*'i<nt   of    the   t e, .o< 5 > ,i 1 : y   se,!   an-:   cheapest 

Capita*   jfcoods   and   v?*',   t s«-    ¡ nt er:ta f , e ml i    e >. t e*r- l - T-,   of 

their  ov*s   ,j.-¡ ..y-po-.ai'iiitif.,   the   chances   for   the 

development   v> f    » hr    ioveloj 1 nv   cu.rttri«?..    1 se r c- .re»,    I re- 

pro vor ont   - í    'rainpjrcnf-'/   :n   t'w    , n trrnat . or¡a i   r •arket 

for   capital   t'uodr»   is   t*iu*.   an   ir port ant   cor ponent   of   the 

international   financial   am!   technical   development   aid. 

It   haü   to  be   statati  ceiwrilly,   th.it   lacking  market 

transparency  proventi»   to   adarve  t hr  optimal   level  of 

invcr.tnont   and   thus   the   ostinai   lovri   of   production   in 

the  won.].   Uíf..'!,;  pcsüi'U.ty   lo   -c-tpare   pr¿c-»s   for 

capital   guvd:,   ari-,    thus   ignoraría'   s f   t -e   rfar.on.ü'lf   price 

make   investments  more   costly.  ,..as^.nf   so   sü il;ties   to 

compare   the   quality  oí   capitai   í'.OOOS   r*-a>-e   investments 

loss  efficient,   „ackinf   know 1 e up e  of   ine   'lit forent   technical 

possxhi i 11 tes   oí   production  ray   raise   the   ;¡ri'-r>  as  weli   as 

deteriorate   the   e!t icn'nfy   of    investments,.    In   any   case, 

thiö    impairs   Quality   and   price   of    the   procured   r.oods   and 

thus   the   profitability   0*    t!s»   enterprises. 

More than in t ae ease of other noo-s.,, la.'kinp transparency 

is especially disadvantageous in the capital floods sector 

because the prices for these goods are comparatively hiph, 

their installation often caur.es considerable eMra costs, 

the: r economic --fleet is >>i particular Ion» dur'ation and 

because in moat of the cases they .ire interrateci parts of 

a greater  unit   oí   production. 
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Ihteayte   of   insufficient   competitiveness of   the   produced 

gOCMii the  export  results,   aimed   for»   arc   not  achieved  or 

th#  planned   replat «.»ment   of   formerly   imported  r.oods  fails - 

both  is   disadvantageous   for  the   balance of   payir.cnt. 

This chain ot    effects can   be   prolonged considerably.    In 

«#ch case,  one  will   find   that   a  deviation   fror,   the optimal 

invtitnent will  cause di o aovan tar, e   for the   overall economy 

which  m   a   leur,   important   single ease  ray,   of   course,   be 

looked   upon   as   quantité   négligeable   which   in   the   cumulation 

through   insufficient   market   transparency,   especially   in 

develop mp countnc:,,  however,   nay  be  of   p.reat    importance. 

It   li  not   at    ,h.   the  cu*.e   that    the   !a<.lt    for  a   r.ir.invest- 

wmnt  is   principally   to  be   charred  to   che   supplier,   if,  due 

to   ignorance,    the   investor decides,    for   instance,   in   favour 

of   4 supplier   w::oi*e   pre duct ion   propra-: does   not   contain the 

«ppropr »ate    irvrj um   :d   capacity   or  trie    necessary 

procedi:,   , ..ir'i   r'.Jired  for   mpure   raw   material,   the 

Mm fault   ..e-,  ».it1,  tft    investor.   On  the   other   hand,   in- 

vnitur* *    tpr^ran  e   m„ e ,   it   easy  for   unfair  suf pliers   to 

n. • 41 -1  be   ) nowr. br r.mninf on ft«} l   e*,u .'t • e:  t    »'• l- 

«•   iMjtj>M;t i.i!«    . t   ••-•onoric   or   technical    alternatives were 

known,   or    :!    a   ¡rur-   a.vt  -:jua 1 i ty-^mpar i '.'»n   hetwem   <-or- 

pettt'.v*,.-   ,n,u, ¡-ment s   wer**    possible.    :.IM-WI;.I',   nrruus»'   of   in- 

sufficient   f.iirkef    » r.msparenr -    still   teday   equipment   can   he 

• old  u»   iiffvrtoj.K^   iountnc»   which    m  nc   way  corresponds 

to   th«   Acliu-vr .   technical   standard.    of   course,    the most 

•KKltrn   mat h in*   -.toes,   not    net. ossari ly   have    tc   he    the  right 

mm»mr   to  an    »Mtstront    probier,   he    it   fror   the   point   of 

vt«v of   th«   enterpriif  t»r  «v«r«ll  economy ,   but   transparency» 

• t   iMit ,  should  allow   to  mach  th«   appropriate   correction 
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in price in case of a  deviation  from the highest technical 

standard. 

To what extent  losses   may  incur  to the   developing   countries 

becomes evident   when   a   first  offerer  is   induced by   com- 

petitive  offers   to reduce  his price by  more   than   ?Q  per 

cent,   or when a   supplier who  has   been   urged  by  the   developing 

country   intv  a   financial  participation   in  the   enterprise 

being   supplier   by   h i ITI »   in   case  of   failure writes   off  his 

2u  per cent   participation   as   lost   profit   because   it   had 

been  calcula ted anyhow   in his   pro! it  margin   fron the   be- 

ginning on. 

Grave   consequences  may   incur  for   an economy   if  a misinvest- 

r.ent   is  an   integrated   part   of a  greater   investirent.   A 

processing   plant   for  agricultural   products,   the  cultivation 

of which  has been  organized   or  intensified  especially  for 

this   processing   rr.ay  in   case   of  a   technical  mis Lives t nent 

reflect  gravely   on wider agricultural   districts,   but  also 

in  a   smaller context   a   not   v.orking or wrongly   proportioned 

conveyor-belt   ¡ray  disturb   the  course  of   production   in  such 

a heavy way   that   the   loss  of   profitability   is   unrclatively 

high   in  con.nari son  to   the   price   of   t::e   conveyor-belt.   As 

in  most.   Cii^c;  wi    nave    to  start   fro::',  the   fact    that   capital 

goods   are   wording  more   or   less   i n tegrat edly,   be   it   in  a 

snail   or   in  a large context ,   the   damages  of   such,  rrisinvest- 

r.ents   are   usually  much   greater than  is   expected  at   the   first 

glance.   In   addition  to   this,   there   is   the already   mentioned 

damage  from  the   point   oí  view of   the overall   economy which 

carnes   into   effect   through   the  products   manufactured  by 

means   of  capital   goods. 
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Last   but not  least,  the  already  above-mentioned damage 
for  the capital   goods   supplying  country  with   regard to 
its   future   chances  as   supplier will have  to   be  put   into 
account.  The  success   of  decades   of  efforts   by   renowned 

firms   of a   country nay   rapidly be   destroyed   within  a region 
or a   branch   through  ioaking-out   that  bad goods  nave  been 
delivered,    especially    in   the   international   markets   in- 
dividual  experience:,   of   a  positive   or   negative   kind are 
easily  liable  to   be generalized  and prejudice   often- con- 
sists   longer than   is   justified by   the   natter.    If   a   supplier 
only   looking  for   quick   profits  thoughtlessly   destroys such 
positive  prejudice which exists   for his   country,   he  should 
be ousted   from the  market,   also   in  the   interest  of   the 
qualified  suppliers of   his   country,  before  he   can   cause 
further damage. 

The  effects   pointed out   here,  make   it   desirable especially 
in the  interest  of the   developing   countries   to  achieve an 
as high as   possible degree  of transparency   in   the   inter- 
national market   for capital   goods   and  this  as   quickly as 
possible. 
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II.   Possibilities  for the   Improvenent of 
Market Transparency 

!•   Haxir.u"-;  Solution 

Absolute r.arkct  transparency   can never be  achieved   in 

any market.   1'he preat^r   u market  is   in  the  number and 

variety  ot   itLì  floods and   market partners   and   the 

bigger   tl.<-   )VMi'iM;'h.ic  arej,   the  'no. e  difficult    it   is 

to  aciiiov'-   t r -UK-iKi r-enc:'/.    i.vcn    in   the   case   oí    such  a 

homogenous   ari ¡ widriy   re |uii^ü   cotr.irodi ly   as  gold,   the 

wide  ex ten:, ion  uf    the  rirNCt   with   its  political   boundaries 

and possibilities   tor r-.anipu ia tion   of the   nark et  partners 

under   this  protection,   is an   obstacle to   market   trans- 

parency.   Far   n.ji-e   intr.insparent is,   of courre,   the   world 

market   for  capital   good's   since  the   variety of    products 

is  so   large   that  great   technical knowledge  is   required 

in order to   weigh   one  capital   gcod   against  another  which 

serves   the  sane purpose ,   except if   they   are  standardized 

types   of a  bulk commodity as   e.g.   simple  motors. 

If one   should   try   to achieve   the highest   possible  de- 

gree  oí   transparency   in   spite   of  these  difficulties, 

the data vi   ail  capital   good   supplies,  of   all   capital 

good   invesirr.er.ts   ani ein y   opinion en   these   capital   goods 

(opinions of   supplies,   buyers,   financiers, and   techni- 

cians)   would   have   to be   made   available  to  all   interested 

parties   in  a   central place.   For different   reasons   it 

is  not   possible  to   reach  this   aim: 

(a) The delivery of the necessary information cannot 

be forced. Therefore, a complete registration is 

excluded. 
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(bî  Even if the  technical data and prices of capital 
goods   could  be registered on  a reliable  basis,   the 
opinions on   prices  and   quality would necessarily be 
subjective   ones.   Experience   shows   that  e.   g.   a 
supplier normally   tends   only   too  readily   to charge 
the responsibility   for   deficiencies  of  investments 
to  the   investor and  that   the    investor,   on  the   other 
hand,   rather   charges the   responsibility   to the 
supplier.   Lven a  neutral   bank   which   finances   the 
investment   will only seldom  be   in   a  position   to 
give  an  objective   opinion on   whether prices or 
quality  of  the delivered   goods   are   appropriate. 

(c) Opinions,  especially those concerning lager plants 
cannot   be  compressed in   a  judging  mark or  in  a   short 
form without   risking an   inadmissibly rough state- 
ment.   A  plant  nay   basically  be  quite good  but   a  single 
part may  be   the reason  because  of  which   it does   not 
work properly.  Would this  be   enough   to give a 
negative  global opinion? 

(d) Even  if  objective   opinions would be   centrally 

available,   no  institution could dare  take  the   risk 
of passing  on negative  opinions  to   interested   parties 
since,   automatically,  legal proceedings  against   the 
informant because   of business   impairment  would   be 
the result. 

2.   Realistic Solution 

Considering  the   afore-mentioned dirticulties   it is   the 
task to find a realistic solution  which  certainly  cannot 
achieve maximal   but -  under the given conditions -   still 
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optimal transparency.   Taking  into  account  the afore- 
mentioned   difficulties,  the   solution can be   outlined as 
fol low:; : 

(a) The  supply  of the   necessary   information   will   have  to 
be on   a voluntary   basis.   In  order   to maximize   the 
volume   of  information,   incentives   for the   informants 
are necessary. 

(b) A  collection of opinions   is   not possible.   However,   in 
order   to provide   the   interested parties   with   the 
possibility   to get   to   know   the experience  of   investors 
and  financière,   the addresses   of   these   holders   of 
experience   wili  have   to   be   collected  as   completely   as 
possible.   In   connection   with   the  assumed   principle   of 
voluntary  co-operation   referred to   under   (a),   this 
means    that   the  suppliers   of   capital   goods   will   furnish 
references . 

(c) It  is   left   to the   initiative   of the   interested  investor 
to what  extent he   will   take   recourse to   these   re- 
ferences,   to what   extent  he  wishes   to  collect   his own 
impressions   at the  place  of   investment  or to  what 
extent   he  will be   content with personal   or written 
information   and whether   he   thinks   himself  sufficiently 
capable of   forming  his   own  opinion   in order to  make 
full   use of   the opinions  of   others   or whether   he rather 
prefers   the   assistance   of experts. 

(d) There   are   no   obstacles   to  the  transmittance   of data 
and addresses  furnished   voluntarily   for   this   purpos. 
as  far  as  these  data have  been made  available   by the 
suppliers of  capital  goods.   Additional   information  of 
an information centre   itself   should  only   be of  a 
general  kind and  not refer to  a scheduled  capital 
good  or a cooperating  supplier. 
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The   solution outlined  here   is  suitable   for   achieving 
within the range of   suppliers'   co-operation  an almost 
absolute   transparency  of   the market   for capital   poods. 
The   investor can -  by  his   own   initiative  in   using   the 
given addresses   - add   to   the^supplied   data   the experience 
and   opinions of   investors   and  financiers,   thus  finding 
an   opinion of  his own. 

There will occur gaps   as   far as   suppliers  of capital 
goods  are   not   willing  to   disclose  their business.   But 
since  normally   suppliers   are  interested  to   inform  and 
attract   potential  customers   as   nurct-rous   as   possible, 
it   can be   reckoned  with  a   nigh   percentage  of   information. 
It   is   less  probable   that   suppliers avoid  to   supply any 
data  on   their  products  from  the   beginning  on,  than that 
they   avoid to  give  references   in   individual   cases   of 
insufficient supplies   or  ir.isinvestnicnts.   Since the  supply 
of  data   is  on  a  voluntary   basis,   it has  to   be reckoned 
with  commensurate gaps. 

If  these   gaps   remain   unknown,  there will  be   a remainder 
of   intransparency.   But  since  in   the  international   supply 
and   financing  system   too  many participants   know  about 
the   carried out   investments,  a   supplier  cannot  be   sure 
that   a misinvestment   remains   unknown.   Therefore,   he 
will   rather Rive   also   a  bad   reference   and   name  the   reason 
for   this   misinvestmont   than  run   the  risk  that perhaps 
deliberately concealed  facts will   become  known without 
him   being   able   to give  the   necessary  explanations 
immediately. 
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Incompetent  suppliers will sooner or later be  generally 
miscredited  if,  at   all,   they  will   join a   central  in- 
formation system.    On the  other  hand,  however,   a   supplier 
who excludes   himself  fron a central   registration  must 
be  aware   that   possibly   in many   cases   he  will  exclude   him- 
self also  from chances   to  supply capital   goods   to developing 
countries  because   -   if  one day   a central   world-wide   in- 
formation centre   has  been established and   is  known  by  all 
interested parties   -  central   financing-  or  planning 
authorities   might   only   allow   supplies   from  such   firms 
which  are centrally   registered. 
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III.   Interested  Parties,   Motives,  and  Willingness 
to  Financial Contribution 

1.   Informants 

(a)  §y2pliers_of_Cagital_Goods 

Basis  for  the   volume  of   information are the   suppliers 
of   capital poods,  be   they   producers,   traders,  con- 
tractors,   or  may they  have   a nixed  function.   Their 
interests   are   orientated   towards   future  salen  profit. 

Their willingness   to   contribute   increases   with  growing 
sales   prospecte.   The   same   applies   to   their   willingness 
for  financial   contributions.   As   the   supply   of  in- 
formation   is   also an   act   of   direct and  aimed  adver- 
tising,   a   supplier  of  capital   roods  will make his 
calculations  on  this   cost   basis. 

A division  into  a cenerai   fee   for the   inclusion  of 
the   informative  data   and  a  remuneration in   the  case 
of  success  for  each   furnished  information would 
most   likely correspond, to   the  value  of   this   publi- 

city.   On   the  other hand,   such  a   division  requires 
additional work  at   the  information centre,   since   it 
presupposes  a   notification  on  each inquiry. 

It   is  not   necessary   in this   context to  deal   with 
suppliers   of capital   goods  who   have to  fear  a 

negative   influence  for their future sales  prospects 
in  the case of   disclosure   of facts. 
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(b)  rinançiers_of_Inyestments_of_Capital_Goods 

Under this   category,   development   banks   will   have   to 
be   addressed to   primarily   but also other  financing 
institutions  and  governments.   Their willingness   to 
furnish   information   is  desirable   for   a   completion  of 
the   global   picture  of   all   capital   goods   supplies   and 
investments   respectively.    It  is   especially   their   in- 
formation   that   allows   a  maximal   registration  at   the 
beginning   and   also  th^   detection   of   gaps  of   information 
which are   not   filled   1 y   the   suppliers   of capital   goods 
voluntarily. 

The   afore- mentioned  parties   have   in common   a  general 
interest   in the   improvement   and   cheapening  of the   in- 
vestments   to  be   financed  by   them   in  future.   Further- 
more,  each  party,   in   addition,   has  the   motive  of 
wishing  assistance   for  future decisions   in   financing 
matters  as  well   as   for the   future  avoidance   of mis- 
investments,   however,   it  will  be   more   useful  to  deal 
with   those  questions   in   the   following   part   2   (b). 
Although,   willingness   to   financial contribution  nay 
be   assumed with   some   of  these  informants,   it   is   rather 
so   in connection with   using  the   i nforir.ation   centre, 
so   this  question  as  well will be   dealt   with   in  2   (b). 

(c)  Authorities^Institutesa_Cgnsultant^^ 

Under this  term all   institutions   are   addressed which 
are   concerned  with  investments,   but which  are  not   acting 
as   financiers.   To this  belong e.   g.   national  planning 
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institutions,   consultants,   and   the like.  With them, 
too,   a general   interest  in   the   positive effects  of 
greater market   transparency  can   be assumed.   However, 
willingness  to   financial  contribution   may  generally 
not   necessarily   be  concluded. 

2.  Parties   seeking Information 

(a)   Investors 

On  principle,   it  can   be  assumed  that  the investor  is 
interested   in  an  optimal  combination  of  price,  quality, 
and   technical   perfection of  his   investment   and  that, 

therefore,   he   is   genuinely   interested   in the   informations 
made   available.   Those   investors   who regard   investment 
as   a  way   of opening  up   illegal   sources   of   profit   or who, 
in   the   case   of   public   investment   pursue   a  political 
object,   can   be   left   out   of   consideration.   But   even   in 
the   special   case   of   somebody   investing   available   funds 
for   the  purpose   of  a   later   Hi5posal of   the   invcstmcnt 

with   profit,   the  optimal  combination will  be   aimed  at 
because,   in doing  so,   the  possibilities   for  maximation 
of the  sales  profit will  become   greater. 

For  these   reasons,   a  willingness   to financial  contri- 
bution  can   generally   be  assumed.    For a   genuine valuation 
of  the  available   information  the   levying of   fees   seems 
to  be  recommcndable   for psychological   reasons   since 
gratuitous   services  are  likely  to   be  undervalued.   A kind 
of protective   fee  could  be   appropriate   in order to   avoid 
unnecessary  use   of   the   information  centre.   On  the   other 
hand,   investors   should   not   be  charged  with  costs   too 
high.   A uniform  rate  which   is only graduated  according 
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IV.   Hol4*r #f  Infornttion 

*•   Orfani zi-*l   : nformat ton, alnwty a v.) i lab le 

Apart   ircf   ?;.-•   « îfort:,  of   supj liera   to   infor« potential 

c-.iskiff.ors   a'-.-at   • :u« i r   su, ply   puss 11 i 1 i t ics ,  other  effort» 

hüv#   been   noe:«*   4n   t'i"   past   * o   increase   the   decree  of   in- 

formation   ir.   t.ic   -:a;ita-   ,;oo-îs   r.ertor.    -iovernr.ent   organi- 

sation-,   or   .r: ao.. „a* iv-r¡s   oí   : ri lucors,   havo   o.   >•.   d i s t ri butec.1 

• urvrv-.   on   f.-   r.   jjl.^r*.    uri   t he    .u:plv   ;•>••'•,'> : h : I : • : Oí.   of 

tft#ir  re:-;<#»c t . v«-   ^-lu^tr „,    .**•*••   : uì Ì ira* : nr.s    î.îi^r   very 

Buch  w-, ïr-.   ri',.«' :   tt>   e>tt»-.t   aro:   ; r r f oun ine*,-»   oí    .nformation. 

SOéW  a!   t:irr   ,in-   ver/   irtui.ed,   othrr'   jrn   ¿ . >-11 «-• :   to 

§#n«rai   .;*ate-e>nt'.   .ma   :;:o.tain   as   valúa: ¿f   information 

th*  ejtjct   4-: ire-. " «',.»   .s f   ;, j¡,-. I ; oí «,.   Finally,   fiprr    irr  classi- 

fications    o    .. e ,f%i *. e¡;   slant:.,   * ars   ovr   r » Vf*   nere   or  less 

vague   , .lea.»   -s-ss*   t'i ; ser .    :'»o   íJ:K..*"H : ao I rt   value   ni    such 

pufci icat ,o" .   »-, ,    aiwcvr,    limited   torau^e   tse-y  .ire   produced 

for   saies   prs-otiin   an;.,   fiere for-* ,   car-net   contain   «m  ob- 

jective   inf orrat ion.   about   ¡Tire  a*vi    "uaìi'.y.    Furt'ìcm re, 

•ach  of   ih;...,  put i ; cut ions   reiiects   at   least   only  a  national 

•#Ction  of   !-,«••   international   capital   rood:,   rar^et,   so   that 

a cowpar iî»t)H wit',  competitive   products  on a world-wide  basis 

it   not   pos,& ; ble . 

î.   Occasional  ;.,.*chan&« of   Information 

The   lac*,  of   .entrai I y   avallatile   information  certainly has 

caused  a  number  .d    initiatives   by   the   parties   interested 

in closing   î s> -,   >'j;    oí   information   in   this  or  that   special 

cas«,   on   thi.   :..<Htor,   especially  the   international   and 

national   financiers   and  anong   those   the   development  banks 

have  become  jctive. 
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f^«y have boeri able  to clos« tingle paps  through ex- 

changing with  colleague-insti tutes   their  knowledge  about 

«sartain capital   good  supplies  and  suppliers   and  by  Rivinp. 

the   addresses   of   investors,   posspssmf  experience  of   soe- 

cific   investments. add , îinn, t   :.ar. eert it-le 

«Specially   for   . r.ternat lonal   financier.,   to   exclude   un- 

reliable   and   unfair    ;,UT--' («»-«•   * 

refinanced  i-v   them,   ,-uc! 

a  number of   investirent   faults,   market   trarrparency,   rtowever, 

w#s  only   improves at   certain  points»   -  although  on  an   inter- 

national   basis. 

«IT,   tnr,   tre   investment-;   be i nf 

Lnp.lp  measures   certainly   avoided 

3.   The Necessity of  contrai,  neutral,  and world-wide 
Information 

The   afore-mentioned  rartiai   soluticrs   are   a   great   help  for 

the  establishment   of   a   centra]   place  of   information     but 

they  cannot   replace   it.    :-   the  contrary,   a   central   information 

institution  could oiviate   <jUCh  effort-,   ani   the   costs   arising 

in   connection   herewith.    : ne   modern   ternmcal   ;»oss 11 •; j. . t íes 

of   communication  an-,  of   registration  of   data   faci]   tate  con- 

siderably   A  worPi-w.le   solution  as   far  as   or/*, a- i ?.at ion   and 

costi,   are   concerned.   A  world-wide   registration   is   an   inad- 

missible   prerequisite   for   a  muximut:-n   of    r.arK<d    transparency. 

A   perhaps   tmnk.nie   division   into   regional   centres   for   re- 

gistration   or   information   would   not   !o   rational    m  our  modern 

world.   It   would   riot   only   be  contradictory   to   the   basic   idea 

of  a  world-wide  market   transparency,   but   it   cculd  also   impede 

the  easy  exenange of   information  between   the   continents. 
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V.   liteps  for setting  up  the   Information  Centre, Co-operators 

To  secure  a  quick   and  easy  establishment  of  the   centre, 
special  attention   has   to  be  attached   to  the   strategy   to  be 
followed.   Trie   easiest  way would   be   to   collect  the   information 
material  on  capital   good  supplies   already  available   at  certain 
places  and  to   interrogate  the  respective   suppliers: 

- whether  they   are   interested   in   a  registration  of   these 
supplies   in   the   central   card-index, 

- whether  they   avo   prepared   to  have   the   buyer registered 
as   reference, 

- whether they  want   to  name   further references, 

- whether their  program of  delivery  is   fully registered 
herewith,  or 

- whether tney  want   to   have   included   further capital   goods 
of   their production  and  references   pertinent  to   it. 

Such  a procedure   automatically demarcates   the  circle  of 
co-operators   of   the   first   phase   as   follows: 

**   Co-opcratorj   at   primary  Collection 

This  group   includes   the  multilateral as well  as  the 
bilateral   financiers   of  capital   aid  and  commercial 
financiers   as   e.   g.   the  World   Bank   (IBRD),   the   regional 
development   banks   for Asia  and  Africa -  Asian   Develop- 
ment   tiank   (ADD)   and  African  Development   Bank   (BAD)   -, 
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the regional Latin-American institutes - Inter-American 

Development Bank (IDB), Banco Centroamericano de Inte- 

gración Económica (BCIE), and ADELA Compañía de Inver- 

siones (Panama) S.A. - and the Private Investment 

Company for Asia S.A. (PICA). In addition, there are 

bilateral financing institutions such as the French 

Caisse Centrale de Cooperation Economique (CCCL), the 

British Commonwealth Development Corporation (CDC) and 

the Commonwealth Development Finance Company Ltd. (CDFC), 

the German Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW) and the 

Deutsche Gesellschaft für wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit 

(Entwicklungsgesollschaft) mbi!. (DFG) and the American 

Agency for International Develo-.ment (AID). To this 

group finally belong the national export financing- 

and insurance companies. At all of these institutes, 

numerous data uoout effected capital goods deliveries 

and the respective suppliers are most certainly available 

due to the disbursement and authorizing procedure. 

(b) N§tional_Finançiers 

Within this group it is especially the national develop- 

ment banks which play an excellent part. Because of the 

variety of branches financed uy them, the different size 

of the projects and because of the spread of the financed 

capital goods imports on numerous countries, voluminous 

material on capital goods supplies effected during the 

last years is available at the development banks. It 

will, of course, show differences and deficiencies con- 

cerning the completeness of certain details, but it has 

the great advantage that the addresses of the investors 

who will possibly be quoted as references are probably 

registered exactly. 
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A comparatively great part of information on capital 

goods deliveries will be twice available, namely with 

the international as well as with the national financiers. 

However, to achieve a registration as complete as possible, 

both sources should be made use of, all the more since 

this at the sanie time allows a control of exactitude as 

well as a completion of the fiata. 

(c) Government_Planning;_§nd_Authorizing_Bodies 

In addition to the financiers, the government institutions 

which are concerned with the investment planning or the 

allocation of foreign exchange can be called upon as a 

further group for the primary collection of material. 

The material available at these places, too, will to a 

great extent be identical with the material of the financiers. 

But for the achievement of a maximal degree of exactitude 

and completeness, one should not go without the assistance 

of these institutions. 

Starting the collection of material within the above described 

groups has, in addition, the special advantage that in this 

way also such suppliers are registered who until then were 

only of national or regional importance and who very easily 

would have been ignoicd without the co-operation of the afore- 

mentioned institutions. The suppliers in question are especially 

the newcomers in developing countries who lack international 

experience and international contacts and, therefore, are 

easily overlooked. 
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2. Technique of Collection 

(a) §Xstematy_of_primary_Collection 

The systematy of trie primary collection is determined, 

on the one side, by the degree of what can be demanded 

from the co-operators and, on the other side, by the 

technique oí the data processine and by the desired 

content oí the final information. Hort», in any case, a 

compromise will be indispensable, making cutr; from the 

extent of the desired final information and taking the 

respective quantities and qualities of the available data 

as a given basis. Ine co-operators for the primary in- 

formation will anyhow not have to be overcharged because 

the completion of the data will be effected later on by 

the suppliers. Co, a lorn, which allows a preliminary 

classification of data for cueryinp the suppliers should 

be sufficient, essential components are the as exact as 

possible definition of the -applied poods and trie exact 

addresses of suppliers ano   investors. For the poods to 

be registered an internationally used standard systematy 

would have to be made t.,e basis from the beginning on, 

which also eould remain valid for the final registration. 

The co-operators snould be urged to range their data 

into the systematy and to mark doubtful cases as such. 

(b) M§thod_çf_Collection_für_the_£rimary_Material 

For the collection of the primary information two different 

methods are possible. On the one hand through contact bet- 

ween the centre and the co-operators by way of post and 

by sending the forms filled in by the co-operators to the 

centre. Alternatively, teams can be delegated to the co- 

operators to fill in the forms with the assistance of the 
co-operators. 

, 
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There is a similar example speaking for the usability 

of the first method; this is the world-wide registration 

of the most essential data on development banks. The 

success of this collection war, quite good, however, 

here  it was a self-description by the co-operators 

which did not require nucí, preparation and greater 

eííort and, in addition to this, international develop- 

ment ban's - to which the co-cperatcrr. to a certain extent 

felt obliged because of existing financial relations - 

had been ::.et in as sub-centre,. Tnereiore, it cannot be 

:..iid dolinitely whether the sane willingness to co-operate 

will exist i fi the case of a rrorr laborious procedure. A 

certain encouragement, however, is also the successful 

attempt of UN ibC in which ten development banks and de- 

velopment institutions on request stated the supported 

investments naming th" branch of production and the annual 

capacity, hut it has to be considered that only a part 

of the group wanted for- co-operation will be ready and 

capable to furnish complete information. For this reason, 

a compromise between the two possibilities for a maximat ion 

of the result of collection seers to be necessary. 

Accordingly all institutions concerned should be addressed 

to and be supplied with detailed explanations of the task 

and of the aim, and at the same time a sufficient number 

of forms should be sent to them. ; hey would be asked to 

express their general willingness to co-operate and to 

state the approximate date of delivery of the forms. If 

no declaration of willingness is given or if the forms 

are not delivered in time, a new contact would be advisable 

with the offer for sending a team for collection. 
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*c> ££2S§§§ìD£_2£_ÌÌ}e_Erimar^JJate^ial 

The probably very voluminous primary material would 

have to be selected and arranged mechanically. On the 

one hand, a basic card-index  which would be completed 

and corrected by later informations, but which especially 

would serve the purpose to control in how far the se- 

condary and final informations are furnished or not, 

should be set up. On the other hand, the act of arranging 

ought to bring at the same time the required exactly 

addressed introductory letters to the suppliers named 

in the primary material. 

For the querying of the suppliers the content of in- 

formation set as the final aim must be the basis. Any 

data and particulars have to be asked which shall later 

on be made available to the customers of the information 

centre. We will yet have to deal with the extent of the 

information further down. 

The suppliers would have .to be informed in detail about 

the final aim of the information centre  to be able to 

estimate for themselves how far their willingness to 

furnish information can go. Therefore, it is advised to 

emphasize especially the principle of voluntary co- 

operation, and it also has to be left at the option of 

each one whether he wants to leave out certain information 

or whether he only wants to give an answer with reservation. 

This applies especially to price quotations. In this field, 

it might perhaps be advantageous to provide from the start 
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for the possibility to limit each quotation to a 

respective date of validity. This would protect against 

mistakes when the price informations later are used in 

comparison. 

oince gaps still will exist despite great efforts of 

the co-operators at the primary registration and the 

suppliers, an examination of the publications mentioned 

in IV, 1 by a special team would be desirable in order 

to have a kind of gleaning. 

At this second selection too, a number of capital 

goods suppliers will not be registered. Unfortunately, 

they will mainly belong, to two groups which are important 

for the achievement of maximal market transparency and 

the aims of development policy. Primarily, new suppliers 

will not be registered who have started production and 

sale of capital goods during trie first phase of registration 

and who, therefore, have not been named. Secondly, new 

suppliers will not be registered who have started the 

production of entirely new developed capital goods which 

e. g. allow now met nod:; for the production of new goods 

or which process new raw material. A big gap would remain 

il one would not distribute quickly the hereof resulting 

technical and development-political benefit. For this 

reason, tue establishment of an information centre ani 

the collection of information would have to be announced to 

the whole world and the suppliers of capital goods who are 

not yet registered should be invited to take up contact 

with the centre. 
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(e) Çu££ent_Re^is^ration 

The sectors above mainly deal with the steps which 

lead to the establishment of the information centre 

and result in a survey  on the supplies of capital 

goods during the last few years. However, in order to 

give the latest possible state of information, 'a current- 

supplementation and actualization oí the material will 

be necessary. For a period of transition, the information 

centre will, for this matter, still bo dependent on the 

support by the co-operators at the primary registration. 

However, it can he assumed that the registered suppliers 

in the case of good success will be sufficiently in- 

terested to actualize and complete their information 

currently. 

As far as certain suppliers have not shown any desire to 

complete their data in a certain course of time, the in- 

formation centre will have to become active in order to 

keep the informative data up to date. On the other hand, 

later too, the information centre will have to ask the 

co-operators at the primary registration for new information 

from time to time in order to secure admittance of the 

suppliers of capital goods newly entering the market. The 

information centre will also have to make efforts to win 

as co-operators the financiers newly entering the market. 

The best way to fill currently any gap of information is 

a sufficiently large publicity which should be conveyed 

regularly via the technical periodicals. Statements on 

successes and reports of success will most likely encourage 

suppliers and investors to furnish information and to make 

use of furnished information. 
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J*  £**-*M»t* QÍ  final  *«tUtration 

For   thf r.ystmaty of   the  final registration   there 

ar«   several  «¡ccisivp   points  of view which  primarily 

have   to  follow   the   ínteres:   rìtuation   of the  customers. 
The   customer •; i ave  to  p,rt as   quickly as   possible 

complete   and exact   information.   Accordingly,   the   syste- 

matize ion   of   material  vali   have   to follow   an inter- 

nationally   u.co   pattern.  To   facilitate   the   selection 

of   the  information  material   it  should   be sorted  out 

according   to  two  -nam   criteria,   namely   the   branch   of 

production   in  which   the  capital   Rood   is   to   be  utilized 

and   the  tyPf  of   the   capital   good.   So,   e.   r.    a machine 

for   the production of    hair   spray   tins   would   have   the 

classification   mark   "main  group  rr.achine-tools  -   sub- 

group machines   for the  production  of tins'*   as well  as 

tht   second   classification mark "main group   chemical in- 

dustry -   sub-Croup cosmetics".  This classification would 

have   to  fellow   international   noms.  An    index   of  these 

norms   in   the hands  of   all  participants   would   considerably 

facilitate   th-   use  of    the  information   centre.   To   make 

future  translation unnecessary,   the index should   at least 

be published at   once   in the   three   world   languages   EnClish, 

French, and  Spanish,   and a  digit   code   should   be created. 

ib*   5§E|stered_pata 

For  the selection of   the data to   be registered a  compro- 

mise   again   is required.   To  avoid   an unnecessary compli- 

cation of   the collection,  a   limitation   to the  essential 



points at   the expense  cf the  information content will 
be unavoidable.   Since   the  use of  the  centrally collected 
data   is only the   first   step   for  the parties   seeking   in- 
formation,   which   may   be  followed   by   further   steps   left 
to the  discretion of   the  user,  this   limitation seems  to 

be  justifiable. 

Most   important   are  the   data which  allow   a clear identi- 
fication  of  the   capital  r,ood.   So,   at   least  a   statement 
on  the  capacity   would   have   to be   added   to  th*   classifi- 
cation marks  civen  unter   (a)   allowing   for a   demarcation 

of  the  selection   according   to the   order  of  magnitude. 
I:   for sone  capital   poods   statements  of   capacity  are of 

no evidence,  another   output   factor  indicating  the   size 

will   have   to be   chosen. 

Furthermore, the  exact  address of  the   supplier and   the 
exact   address  of  the   references   given  by him are 
essential   components   of  the  information. 

Another  important point  is   the statement of   prices. 
Here,   certain  difficulties   may arise   in  so   far as 
especially   for   greater plants no  exact,   binding prices 
can   be  stated.   A  practicable alternative would be   the 
statement   of an   approximate  price   in  connection with  the 
date   of  validity or   the  statement  of   a   ' from-up-to ' - 
price.   In   addition,    it  could be   left   at   the   discretion 
of   the  suppliers  to   add  to  the  references   the respective 

price of   the  commodity  and   the  date  of   delivery.   Of 
course,   it will  have   to be   left   at  the   suppliers«   option 
whether  at  all   they   wish  to state  prices or  whether they 

want   to  do without  such a  statement. 
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For a better   ldentiflcation of  the   registered c 

goods,   snort   statements  on the employed  technical 

procedure,  the enorW  requirement,   the  consumption of 
îfâwnicîtpri^1       inri   r- -,• „, • i 
-       , '   dnG   S1^ar technical   marks   would   be of 
further advantanp      iinrn antaf.e.    here.,   space   could   be   spared   for 

corespondent   remarks of   the   supplier  -   if  the   classifi- 
cat.on   .ark   for the   goods  does   not   already Mke   the 
necessary differentiation. 
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VI.   International   Information  Centre   for Capital   Goods   (IICCG) 

1.   Sponsor 

If  a maximum   of material   shall  be  registered and an 
optimum of world-wide  information  is aimed  at,   the 
organizer and   sponsor of   such   an information  centre   can 
only be   an  institution  which   already has   world-wide   ex- 
perience   in   the  economic   field,  which disposes   of a 
maximum  of   international   contacts   ani which  is   regarded 
by  all   partners  coning   into  question as   being   neutral   - 
especially  politically   neutral.   Only  under  the   condition 
of  this   constellation  the  necessary  willingness   of  all 
participants    to co-operate  can  be  won. 

The above-mentioned conditions   presently   only   seem to be 
given with  tne united Nations.   Whether this organization 
itself   is prepared   and   is  in   a  position  to  take  over  this 
task or  whether  it  will   make   available for this   task   one 
of  its   sub-organizations   -  e.    g.   the  U.'.'IDG which  in 
particular  seens   to  be   suitable -  or whether   it   regards 
it  advisable   to establish a  new sub-organization which 
will take over only  this   task,   will   in the   last   analysis 
certainly bs   solved by  a   further international   discussion 
on this   subject. 

2.   Location 

Choosing of   the location of the information centre will 
have to   be made with regard  to  an  as  smooth as   possible 

execution as   well   as with regard to  political   considerations 
If UNIDO  is   selected as   sponsor organization,   the natural 
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location  will   be  Vienna and this  without causing   any 

problems.   Otherwise,   in the  first place,  another   European 

location  would   come   into  question because   h-ro  a   special 

concentration   of  suppliers   is  to   oc   found   and an   undesired 

one-sided   national   .nift  of   importane   can   be avoided,   as 
it to   Dc   fearer    if tho   'J.:,,   were   chosen.  At 

choosing   the   Luro.ean   country,   açain   the  as   great   as 

possible   neutrality   with  regard   to importance would have 

to   be  considered,   so   that   besides  Austria  such countries 

as   Switzerland,   Denmark,  or  the   Netherlands   present  them- 
selves. 

3.   Costs 

The  problem of  costs   is facilitated by  the   fact that 

the   information   centre  can   perform its   activities   for 

reward.   Only at   the  primary  registration -i.e.   in the 

first  phase  of   establishment  -  costs  will  incur which  will 

only   later   be  wholly   or partially   covered.   Concerning  the 

suppliers,   it   can  be   assured  that   a fee  will   be   levied   for 

each   information   given,  which e.   i3.   is   calculated   on the 

basis  oí   the price  for   the   registered   capital  good.   In 

addition   to   this,   each   subsequent   correction   of  information 
can   be nado   iiaDlc  to   d  fee.   FurthernorCi  d   rCB!Uneration 

for   succès,   could  be   made   m  passing an   amount  for  each 

information  given  on   them   capital  goods  in   the course   of 

the  year  to   tho   suppliers'   account.   In   a similar  way,   fees 

can   also  be  demanded   from  the parties   seeking  information 

which  are   calculated  according to   the  price   of the   capital 

goods  and   the  number of information furnished.  An   investor, 
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e.  g.  who obtains  a greater number of addresses  of 
suppliers and  references   for   the  construction  of a 

sugar plant,   will   have to  pay   the  multiple  sum   of 
that one  to   be  paid by  the  investor  who  asks   for  in- 
formation on   a conveyor-belt   and who only   receives   a 
limited  number of   suppliers'   addresses and references. 

It should be   nade   the principle   for  each   levying of 
fees  that   it   will   be reckoned   out   in US  dollar   but   that 
it may   be  paid  in   the domestic   currency  of  the   partner. 
In such  a way  development  countries,  poor   in   foreign 
exchange reserves,  will   not   be   charged additionally. 
The information  centre,   on the   other hand,  can   afford 
such a  procedure,   because  the   necessary  delegation   of 
teams  will   cause   expenses  in   the   respective  domestic 
currencies.   To avoid any  unnecessary red-tapi sir. in 
settling the   accounts,   the  information  centre   should 
leave   the  keeping of the  accounts   to a body  particularly 

suitable for this  task  - as   e.   g.   the Bank for  Inter- 

national  Settlement in   Bale. 
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VII.  International  Central  Information on   Consultants 

Closely  connected with  lacking  transparency   in the capital 
goods market   is   also   the   frequently  observed  lack  of  in- 
formation   about   competent   consultant*::.   Again  and   again   it 
can   be noticed    that    supplies of   capital   good:; unobjectionable 
as   such,   are  not  employed   optimally   because   the   investors 
do   not only lack  the   required  technical  and  economic  know- 
ledge,  but  because   in  addition   to  this   they   are   not capable 
to   fill   this  gap with  the   assistance   of  competent   con- 

sultants . 

Therefore,   the   question arises  whether  it  would  not be 
advisable   to collect ,   together with  the  information on 
capital   goods, also   information  on  international   consultants 
and,   if   so, whether   this   information   should   also   be  re- 
gistered   on the   index  cards  in  a   single operation   in  order 
to   deliver  it   automatically without   additional work   to- 
gether with  the   information on  capital   goods. 

The   problem is   simplified   by the   fact   that   the  principle 
for  classification   according to   branches  and  types of 
goods which has   been   made   the  basis   for capital   goods 
seems to   be suitable   as  well for  tne   registration  of  con- 
sultants.   At   a   classification according to   capital  goods 
there will  certainly   be   a   great   number  of   smaller  capital 
goods in   regard  of   whici   an automatical  assignment of 
competent   consultants   is   not possible.   At   a  classification 
according  to  branches,  however,   it will  be   an almost  automa- 
tical process   to group competent  or   specialized   consultants 
together  with   the  capital   goods   of  their main field of 
activity. 






